
BNSS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS (T&Cs) 

Please read these carefully and ensure your entry complies with them. 

 

The Bournemouth Natural Science Society (BNSS) is a registered charity whose aims 
have little changed since its formation in 1903: to promote study, interest and 

enjoyment in all branches of the Natural Sciences and History. 

 

1. All photographs must be from the Dorset and Hampshire area 

2. By submitting your photographs, you are automatically agreeing to our terms 

and conditions 

3. Closing date for submitting your photographs is November 30th 2023 and you 

send your photographs via email photo@bnss.org.uk 

4. Please include the category, full name and contact details with every entry 

5. BNSS reserve the right to refuse any entry to the competition 

6. BNSS reserves the right to modify these terms and conditions without notice. 

7. All enquiries from entrants regarding the Competition should be made via email, 

photo@bnss.org.uk. 

8. A caption can be submitted with every entry into the competition, such as 

location or any special circumstances the photo was taken 

9. We will not return any photographs please keep a copy 

10. Images should not be enlarged digitally, any photo manipulation should keep to 

the minimum 

11. The judging is performed by a panel of independent judges, selected & 

appointed by BNSS. Judging will be anonymous. 

12. All photographs must be yours 

13. The photographer agrees to grant BNSS a non-exclusive License (the “License”) 

to reproduce, publish and exhibit the copyright owner’s images upon entering 

the competition including their name 

14. You agree to your submitted photos being used in any way and any funds 

generated through their use to be retained by BNSS, BNSS is a charity and we are 

welcome any donations (BNSS Charity number 1165951) 

15. The competition excludes professional photographers 

16. You must be a “young explorer” to enter the “young explorers” category of the 

competition. 
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